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 2nd Annual General Meeting 
 of the PEIFHN 

       September 28, 2015, at 5:30 p.m. 
        Centre Belle-Alliance, Summerside 

 

Minutes 
 

Government members: 
 Isabelle Dasylva-Gill (co-chair), Acadian and Francophone Affairs Secretariat 
 Andy Gallant, Acadian and Francophone Community Advisory Committee 
 Tracy Chiasson-Lawlor (secretary), Social Programs and Seniors 
 Jennifer LaRosa, Corporate Development and Innovation 

 Stéphane Labrosse, Community Hospitals and Primary Health Care 
 Cheryl Banks, Acute Care Hospitals 
Community members: 
 Johanne Irwin (co-chair), health professionals’ representative 
 Gabriel Arsenault (vice-chair), youth representative  
 Marie Dionne-Sullivan, women’s representative  
 Josée Gallant-Gordon, health professionals’ representative 
 Linda Richards (treasurer), parents and childhood representative 
 Aubrey Cormier, Société Saint-Thomas-d’Aquin  
 Colette Aucoin, Société éducative de l’Î.-P.-É. 

Father Eddie Cormier, seniors’ representative  
Regrets:  
 Gayle Lamont, Home Care and Long-Term Care 
 Matt Bourque, Child and Youth Services 
Guests:  
 Bernard Labelle, simultaneous interpretation services 
 Kim Gill, coordinator of Health PEI’s health card project  
Employees: 

 Élise Arsenault, Director of the PEIFHN, and  French Services Analyst, Health PEI and 
Department of Community Services and Seniors 

 Patricia Richard, Assistant Director of the PEIFHN 
 

1. Opening of meeting 
The meeting chair, Johanne Irwin, welcomed everyone and members introduced themselves. 
 

2. Group supper 
 
3. Keynote speaker: Kim Gill, coordinator of Health PEI’s health card project (see 

presentation in appendix) 
Kim Gill gave a presentation about the Health PEI project “Improving Access to French Services in 
the PEI Healthcare System”.  This project, funded by Health Canada, aims to: 

1) Improve access to information on the use of the health system made by the Acadian and 
Francophone community and the immigrant population by linking users’ language to 
their Personal Health Number; and 

2) Identify Health PEI’s capacity to provide services in all languages. 
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A survey will be sent to households in October 2015 asking them the following questions: 
1) What is your mother tongue? 
2) If your mother tongue is neither English nor French, in which of Canada’s official languages 

are you most comfortable? 
3) Additional question: What is your preferred language for service delivery?  

The new bilingual health card will mention the user’s language and will be issued when the 
existing cards are renewed. 
Data collected through the survey will allow Health PEI to identify the capacity to provide 
services in French in the health system. 
The members had the opportunity to ask questions and to provide comments. A member 
congratulated Health PEI for the initiative, but also pointed out some concerns about the 
promotion done for the survey so that the members of the public understand the importance of 
indicating their mother tongue. Another member mentioned that special attention should be 
given to the survey’s language level to ensure that the public understands the information 
properly. A member asked if it would be possible to indicate the language preference on the new 
health card with Français instead of French. In response to questions from members, Mrs. Gill 
explained that it’s a long-term project, and that, for now, Health PEI does not have the capacity to 
offer French services everywhere. The project will enable Health PEI to identify where the 
delivery of services in French should be prioritized. 

 
4. Adoption of the agenda 

 
IT WAS MOVED BY PRISCILLE ARSENAULT AND SECONDED BY MARIE DIONNE-SULLIVAN 
THAT THE AGENDA BE ADOPTED AS PRESENTED. 

– MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 
 
5. Adoption of the minutes 
 

IT WAS MOVED BY LINDA RICHARDS AND SECONDED BY GABRIEL ARSENAULT THAT 
THE MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF OCTOBER 1, 2014, BE ADOPTED 
AS PRESENTED. 

– MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 
 
6. Co-chair’s report 

Johanne Irwin read the message from the co-chairs, as it appears in the 2014-15 annual report. 
The following highlights were mentioned: 

• The Santé Bonjour! campaign is still going with the addition of the new campaign Étoile 
Santé, which aims to recognize, recruit and promote health professionals that provide 
services in French on the Island.  

• There are discussions with the Public Service Commission and the Acadian and 
Francophone Affairs Secretariat regarding possibilities for collaboration in the 
assessment of language skills. 

• The Network helped Health PEI get a project funded by Health Canada that is aimed at 
improving the planning and delivery of French services.  

• A planning committee has been established to review the Network’s work plan to 
translate its main orientations into action and advise employees. 

• The Network is committed to participating actively in the new community governance 
initiative led by the Developers’ Network.  

• The Network continues to collaborate with the other networks in Canada. Several of the 
Network’s initiatives are among the best practices shared at the national level. 
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A member asked if there were reactions from the people in charge of home care services 
following the presentation of the study report. The director said that the three regions presented 
the recommendations to employees. The system does not yet have the capacity to meet the 
demand – it does not have enough employees –, but some efforts were made to carry out the 
recommendations. A member that was not satisfied with the results of the study from those in 
charge of the services proposed the following motion: 

 
IT WAS MOVED BY FATHER EDDIE CORMIER AND SECONDED BY AUBREY CORMIER 
THAT THE NETWORK COLLABORATES WITH THE SSTA TO GIVE PRESENTATIONS TO 
THE DEPARTMENTS RESPONSIBLE FOR FRANCOPHONE AFFAIRS AND HEALTH TO 
ENSURE THE ISSUE PROGRESSES. 

– MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 
 
7. Executive director’s report 

Élise Arsenault read the message from the staff, as it appears in the 2014-15 annual report. The 
following highlights were mentioned:   

• The Network continues to work with various partners, like the PEI Healthy Eating 
Alliance, the Department of Health and Wellness, the Department of Education, Early 
Learning and Culture and the Acadian and Francophone Affairs Secretariat. This 
collaborative work led to the hiring of a new bilingual dietician that provides services to 
the Island’s francophone community. 

• The Network is part of an Atlantic committee of the Association of Faculties of Medicine 
of Canada. 

• Following a call for proposals, four projects promoting health were chosen and funded by 
the Network. 

• For the first time, the Network gave away two scholarships to francophone or francophile 
students from the Island that will be added to the health student database. 

• The website is updated to include the new initiatives. 
 
8. Presentation and adoption of the audited financial statements as of March 31, 2015 

Linda Richards, the treasurer, presented the audited financial statements of the Network for 
2015-14. The Network showed a surplus of $731 for the year. According to the accountant, the 
financial statements give an accurate picture of the Network’s financial position as of March 31, 
2015. 
Members asked for clarifications on the amounts paid for professional fees and office equipment. 
The director answered the members’ questions. The members recommended that, in the future, 
the “professional fees” section should show where funds are allocated (e.g. communications, 
marketing, etc.). The director suggested that definitions and categories from the Société Santé en 
français be added since the Network’s finances are based on the Société’s envelopes. 
 

IT WAS MOVED BY LINDA RICHARDS AND SECONDED BY JOSÉE GALLANT-GORDON THAT 
THE AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AS OF MARCH 31, 2015, BE ADOPTED AS 
PRESENTED.   

                                         – MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 
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9. Appointment of the accounting firm for the 2014-15 financial audit 

The Grant Thornton accounting firm, which did the financial audit for 2014-15, was not able to 
provide its services entirely in French this year. Because the final reports and documents were 
provided to the Network right before the AGM, the executive did not have enough time for 
analysis. The Network therefore asked for quotes from other accounting firms and received 
quotes from three firms (Grant Thornton, BDO and Allen, Paquet & Arseneau). The quotes were 
reviewed by the executive before the AGM. Members asked questions about the selection process 
for the accounting firm. 

 
IT WAS MOVED BY LINDA RICHARDS AND SECONDED BY TRACY CHIASSON-LAWLOR 
THAT THE ACCOUNTING FIRM ALLEN, PAQUET & ARSENEAU BE CHOSEN TO DO THE 
FINANCIAL AUDIT FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING ON MARCH 31, 2016. 

                                         – MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 
 
10. Elections and nominations 

The terms of office of the following elected community members were up for renewal: Marie 
Dionne-Sullivan, women’s representative, and Gabriel Arsenault, youth representative. Those 
members agreed to do a second term. As stated in the statutes and by-laws, a public call for 
nominations was issued, and one person, Mrs. Aline Bouffard-Cohen, applied for the women’s 
representative position.  

 
IT WAS MOVED BY ANDY GALLANT AND SECONDED BY AUBREY CORMIER THAT 
GABRIEL ARSENAULT BY REELECTED FOR A SECOND TERM AS THE YOUTH 
REPRESENTATIVE. 

                                         – MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 
 
Marie Dionne-Sullivan left the room. Mrs. Bouffard-Cohen’s application was read to members. 
Bernard Labelle and Patricia Richard were appointed as tellers. The members voted via secret 
ballots. Marie Dionne-Sullivan got the most votes. 
 

IT WAS MOVED BY PRISCILLE ARSENAULT AND SECONDED BY LINDA RICHARDS THAT 
MARIE DIONNE-SULLIVAN BE REELECTED FOR A SECOND MANDATE AS THE WOMEN’S 
REPRESENTATIVE. 

                                          – MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 
 
Mrs. Bouffard-Cohen’s application will be kept on file in case a member is unable to finish his or 
her term. She will be informed of the results. 
A member recommended that the election process be reviewed so that it is not necessary to issue 
a public call for nominations if a member agrees to do a second term.  
 

IT WAS MOVED BY ISABELLE DASYLVA-GILL AND SECONDED BY COLETTE AUCOIN THAT 
THE BALLOTS BE DESTROYED.  

                                         – MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 
 

As indicated in the election report, Aubrey Cormier, the Société Saint-Thomas-d’Aquin 
representative, was appointed by the organization for his first term since he was actually 
replacing Jeannita Bernard before November 2015.  
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11. Adjournment 
 
Signatures:  
 
 
_______________________________________________   ___________________________________________  
Meeting Chair       Meeting Secretary   
     
_______________________________________________   ___________________________________________ 
Date        Date      


